
Admission Criteria 

UNA EUROPA HERITAGE PhD 

(UNA EUROPA CONSORTIUM, Doctoral School in the Humanities, Doctoral School in Social Sciences, 
POB Heritage) 

The general rules and evaluation criteria relevant to this competition are set out in the resolution of the 
University’s Senate no 55/VI/2020 of 24 June 2020 regarding admission requirements to the Doctoral School 
in the Humanities at Jagiellonian University in the academic year 2021/2022. 

UNA-HER-DOC REQUIREMENTS 
Mandatory: 

1. research project embedded in the field of broadly understood heritage studies,  
2. very good command of the English language (minimum C1 level, confirmed by a certificate 
issued by an academic center for teaching foreign languages or an international certificate), 
3. motivation letter indicating the proposition of collaboration with the Una Europa partner 
university where the candidate plans to carry out her/his research project, together with the reasons 
for this choice, 
4. academic cv, 
5. international experience (Erasmus academic exchange stays, internships, conferences etc.). 

Welcome (additional) 

1. Master's degree in a discipline related to the broadly understood heritage studies, 
2. publications in the field of heritage studies or related areas, 
3. knowledge of the language of the Una Europa partner university in which the candidate intends 
to carry out his research project (confirmed by a certificate or an international certificate), 
4. non-academic experience preferably in the heritage sector, 
5. proficiency in using academic digital resources e.g. scientific databases. 

Duties 

1. fulfill requirements of the Jagiellonian University Doctoral School in the Humanities; 
2. conduct PhD research in the area of the accepted doctoral research project, 
3. work closely with the academic supervisors to ensure the compatibility of the individual PhD 

project with the overall goals of Una Europa Heritage Doctoral Program and the two partner 
universities,  

4. publish and present results of the individual PhD research plan,  
5. report progress and put forward additional documents on research in accordance with 

regulations of Una Europa bodies and both partner universities.


